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Social sciences & humanities can help solve the climate crisis
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PICS is hosted and led by the University
of Victoria in collaboration with the
University of British Columbia, Simon
Fraser University and the University of
Northern British Columbia.

The science around human-caused climate change
has never been more precise or more certain - so
why do we continue to drag our heels and delay
making the changes needed to slow global
warming? One answer speaks to the fact that an
exclusive focus on advancements in climate models
and technological solutions is simply not enough
to achieve sustainable planet living and avoid
dangerous anthropogenic climate
change. We need to change the
way we do things, as individuals,
as businesses and as a society in
general. This requires rethinking how
we tackle the challenge of climate
change.

and will require the efforts of many minds and
many ways of thinking to resolve. Both social
sciences and humanities offer insights into the
ideas, values, cultures and histories that underlie our
opinions, our actions, and our understandings of the
ecosystems that sustain us. In turning to the arts, we
turn towards an appreciation and understanding
of the ideas, images and issues that capture our
imagination.

Luckily, cutting edge social science and
humanities research on climate change
is already being conducted in British
Columbia. For example, Ralph Matthews’
(UBC Department of Sociology) work
on climate change adaptation in coastal
resource-based communities has
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In April 2014 PICS will officially embark on a restructured research
program that will see the “retiring” of the existing five-themes
(the low carbon-emissions economy; resilient ecosystems; social
mobilization: sustainable communities; and carbon management
in BC forests), in favour of a more focused policy relevant set
of questions of critical importance to BC in the context of the
climate-change challenge. These five are, in simplest terms,
LNG (and later, coal), energy efficiency in the built environment,
transportation policy, carbon stewardship in BC’s forests and grid
integration.

It’s not coal, it’s biochar: Geoff de Ruiter, co-author of a PICS
white paper that investigates the potential of this renewable fuel
for BC.

Can biochar cut GHG emissions & offer new markets?
PICS’ latest white paper released this February, Industrial and
Market Development of Biochar in British Columbia isn’t just
new research; it’s already making a real impact. As a result of
recommendations in the paper, the BC Bioenergy Network plans
to convene a roundtable to plan a provincial strategy for biochar,
a charcoal-like product that can directly substitute for coal. The
paper reported that BC produces ten million tonnes of excess
forestry or mill waste annually that, if made into biochar and used
to substitute for fossil fuels, could cut provincial greenhouse gas
(GHG) emissions by up to 22 per cent. That’s two-thirds of BC’s
goal of 33 percent below 2007 levels by 2030. The government
considers biochar to be a low carbon fuel because rather than
introducing more carbon to the atmosphere (as burning fossil
fuels does), it releases carbon that would have biodegraded
anyway. Biochar also offers potential
for creating higher-return renewable
products such as synthetic graphite.

The five-year, $1.5-million study, called The 2060 Project: Energy
Pathways for British Columbia and Canada, will initially look at
expanded grid interconnections between BC and Alberta , taking
into account factors such as expected changes to hydrology and
dam water supplies 50 years from now due to climate change.
Future work will investigate the impact of large-scale energy
systems across Canada under various carbon policies and global
growth scenarios, as well as greater integration into the Western
Interconnect.
Project leader Andrew Rowe from the University of Victoria
Faculty of Engineering says connecting electricity grids from
different regions has been hailed as an effective means to reduce
greenhouse gas emissions if one region with abundant “clean”
renewable electricity supply can displace a heavy emitter (such
as coal-fired electricity) in a neighbouring jurisdiction. “Our
research is expected to illuminate how further grid integration will
influence costs, reliability and emissions from a more connected
region.” Integration is also seen as a way to bring more renewable
energy sources into the grid. Visit the PICS Research webpage for
full details.

Mitigation course now live
In 2011, PICS’ first online course explained why climate change is
happening – and now its latest free interactive
course, released this winter, explains what we
can do about it.

Industry press that picked up on the
story include BC Biomass Magazine
and Biofuels Digest, the Victoria Times
Colonist, the Vancouver Sun, CBC
Radio-Canada, Radio Canada and
CFAX radio.

The three-part Mitigation Needs and Action
and Government Tools and Initiatives Part 1
and 2 course outlines the practical ways, and
policy options, to combat human-induced
climate change. Course “graduates” gain a
solid understanding of how energy efficiency,
energy conservation and carbon sinks are the
key strategies for reducing the amount of heattrapping greenhouse gases (GHGs) we put into
the atmosphere.

New research: grid integration
A major research project to explore
the costs and benefits of a range of
electrical grid integration options
for Canada and western USA was
announced in late January – the first
of five such initiatives under the new
Phase II of the PICS research program.

PICS executive director Tom Pedersen, charges up his
electric vehicle – photo courtesy of Black Press, from
the Feb 19, 2014 Oak Bay News article “Climate Change
Made Simple” about the new PICS online climate
change mitigation course

And what are the specific tools in the toolkit?
Topics explained and critiqued include: carbon
pricing through carbon tax and cap-and-trade
schemes, environmental regulations including
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vehicle tailpipe and low carbon fuel standards; carbon capture and
storage technology, carbon sinks, renewable portfolio standards
and clean energy incentive programmes and technologies.
Part 2 examines the mixed results of regional and international
cooperative efforts toward achieving global GHG emissions
reductions. Since its January 2014 launch, the mitigation course
has attracted more than 2200 viewers.
The third and final course in the Climate Insights 101 series,
Regional Impacts and Adaptation, is
scheduled for release by PICS in late
spring 2014. All resources are free,
and available on the PICS website.

Solar energy research

Kellett and Cynthia Girling discussed climate policy in Revelstoke,
BC, and Michael Wolinetz from Navius Research and SFU, and
Jeremy Moorhouse of SFU described using their Community
Energy and Emissions (CIMS) model on Vancouver Island.
Kellett’s team worked with the City of Revelstoke on urban
planning and energy actions to meet climate change targets,
using tools such as 3D building and land use visualizations, to help
understand how planning affected emissions and energy use.
But while the majority of participants
support local mitigation to combat
climate change, the team found that
deep community values, such as
acceptable building heights, greatly
influenced design and land use
changes.

PICS is contributing to a project
to support educational activities
Michael Wolinetz then described the
around solar energy at UNBC
CIMS Community model, a free tool
and in Prince George. The project
for local governments to simulate
involves purchasing supplies to
a policy’s influence on energy and
build do-it-yourself pyranometers
emissions. Vancouver, Nanaimo and
(that measure incoming sunlight)
the Sunshine Coast Regional District
Dr. Steve Helle (L) and Dr. Peter Jackson (R) who will be organizing (SCRD) have used it. For the SCRD,
as well as a professional grade
and running the solar PV project at UNBC.
pyranometer to measure both
the best policies were sustainable
diffuse and direct solar energy.
land use, organic waste collection
Summer internship students will assemble the do-it-yourself kits
and landfill gas collection. Based on these results, SCRD will
and the professional grade instrument will be used for calibration.
reduce emissions by 32 per cent (from 2007) by 2031. But CIMS
The pyranometers will also become part of the UNBC weather
influence was limited unless citizens and decision-makers
station, and the data collected from the professional grade
reviewed the model’s results and collectively explored trade-offs
pyranometer will be used for student projects to study solar
to meet goals. The presentations are available on the PICS website
photovoltaic (PV) energy in the northern community and at UNBC.
archive. The next PICS UBC-SFU event is on April 24, 2014 in
An information event on solar energy and possible projects will be
held at UNBC in September 2014, and students will present project
results at the end of the fall term.
Interestingly, the efficiency of solar PV
increases in colder temperatures and
is particularly well-suited for Canada’s
climate. While PICS is a proud supporter
of this $8000 project, the majority of
the funding was received from the
UNBC Green Fund.

Vancouver, featuring the PICS-supported documentary, A Day in
my Carbon Neutral Life created in partnership with UBC, SFU and
the Canadian Centre for Policy Alternatives
(CCPA) as well as the Pembina Institute,
David Suzuki Foundation and BC Healthy
Communities.

Research Public Lecture Series
Local governments these days have a
range of evidence-based policy tools
to tackle climate change; but public
engagement and community values
are the deciding factors in their success.
That was the message at the third
free, public lecture showcasing PICS
research, cohosted by SFU and UBC on
February 12. UBC professors Ronald

PICS UNBC Program Coordinator Kyle Aben
next to the “climate friendly cube” that stores 1
tonne of carbon dioxide

Climate Friendly Cube
Ever wondered what a tonne of carbon
dioxide looks like stored in wood? Then
visit the solid wood cube on display at the
University of Northern British Columbia
(UNBC), following its debut during the
campus’ 2014 Green Day held January 28th.
The suggestion for creating the impressively
large “climate friendly cube”, a 1m by 1m by
1m block of British Columbian wood, came
from PICS UNBC forestry carbon researchers
Wyatt Klopp and Art Fredeen, as a way to
visually communicate the importance of
forests and timber for carbon capture and

storage. Trees convert carbon dioxide (CO2) to longlived cellulose-carbon through photosynthesis.
This sequestration of CO2 is what sets wood apart
as a climate friendly building material from others
such as steel and concrete that emit carbon during
production. If the same weight of concrete and
steel was used to produce a similar cube it would
be half the size and would release two tonnes of
CO2 into the atmosphere instead of sequestering it
as wood does.
The concept of using a solid cube of wood to
demonstrate carbon sequestration has previously
been used at a TED talk in Vancouver by architect
Michael Green. The builder of that cube, Werner
Hofstätter from WoodWORKS!BC, also assisted with
creating the UNBC model.
UNBC’s cube made is from Douglas-fir with some
pine, and represents the composition of the
structural materials used in the Wood Innovation
Design Centre (WIDC) scheduled to open in
downtown Prince George fall of 2014, which will
also be the cube’s final home.

SFU aims to cut transport emissions
Transportation accounts for the largest share of
the provincial GHG emissions – close to 40% of
the total in 2011. As part of its overall efforts to
reduce its carbon footprint, SFU in partnership
with PICS-SFU is sponsoring a “GHG Transportation
Project” focusing initially on commuter travel.
In order to assess opportunities for alternative
mobility programs that meet commuting needs,
SFU needs to understand first the commuter travel
GHG footprint. A survey to map the behaviors
on commuting travel is being undertaken as an
initial step. The project will also create an open
database with opportunities for further academic
development and research in geography, statistics,
and business courses, among others. Details about
the GHG commuter travel survey are available until
April 6th at the PICS SFU site.

Climate News Scan – watch this space
A new look, easier navigation and a focus on the
new PICS research program are among the changes
coming soon to the free electronic PICS Climate
News Scan that goes out to many hundreds of
subscribers every week. Since 2009 this weekly
summary and analysis of major climate change
related science, technology and policy advances
has been produced in partnership with the ISIS
research centre at UBC. In late 2013 production
moved in-house with the hiring of PICS science
writer, Ami Kingdon. ISIS and PICS will ensure
expertise continues to be shared in the production
of the Climate News Scan and ISIS’s new Clean
Capital news product for the clean tech and
business sectors.
April 2014 will bring changes to the News Scan
beyond cosmetic adjustments: the content is being
changed to reflect the official start of the PICS
phase two research agenda . (See research story).
Look out for the new content categories – Energy,
Science, Solutions, Policy and Society. To sign up for
the scan, visit the PICS website.
In terms of news highlights from
winter editions of the PICS Climate
News Scan, here are our top pics.
The polar vortex that froze central
North America sparked huge
public debate about extreme
weather: was climate change
bringing the cold south to Texas
as well as heat north to Alaska?
BC escaped the worst of the chill,
but its future liquefied natural
gas industry faced a potential climate concern as
new data showed that methane leaks from such
operations are much higher than expected. This
casts doubt on its reputation as a ‘clean’ fossil fuel,
and BC’s future LNG operations will need to make
sure methane leakage is regulated. However, more
positive news arrived in the form of electric vehicle
sales statistics: more were sold in 2013 than in all
previous years combined, and the BC region saw
one of the highest proportions of sales in Canada.
The top seller: The Nissan Leaf.

PICS Annual Report
The PICS Annual Report 2012/13 is now available
on the PICS website. This year’s edition spans 16
months of activities; instead of September though
August as in the past, annual reports in future will
describe progress in each subsequent calendar
year, January through December.
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